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running your business

W
ith the centralization of 
information, tolerances 
on GFEs, title plant 
infrastructures falling in 

this decade the way brick and mortar 
fell several years ago and the virtual 
consolidation of 14,000 lenders into 
four, it seems fair to conclude that 
the title insurance market isn’t as 
fragmented as it once may have been 
– to the detriment of local agents. 
Unfortunately, the bulk business that 
brought security for our industry’s 
defenders at one time is now gone.  

Over the years, our industry has 
had to fight Tops, Radian, Group 
Nine and several others offering a 
“title alternative product.” If anyone 
thinks history doesn’t repeat itself, 
stayed tuned. We cannot take for 
granted what we have had for years: 
the required use by the GSEs. We, 
as an industry, must come together 
for a new beginning – stay together 
for progress and work together for 

success, lest the new and improved 
mortgage insurance companies (every 
one of which seems to have $500 
million in capitalization and K street 
in its collective speed dial) or others, 
attempt yet again to override the 
utility of our product.

Why? The answer is nothing 
new to us. We have done a horrible 
job explaining our value to our 
customers, to our regulators, to the 
politicians and, most of all, to the 
general public. Our product is forced 
on the consumer. That is not proof 
of our utility. It is the agent that can 
provide the proof of utility and the 
underwriter who should help him or 
her do it. ALTA can help and does, 
but cannot do it alone, nor can it. 

The remedy is clear if both agent 
and underwriter truly want to survive. 
The “new and improved” MI products 
won’t protect the homeowner – just 
the lender. We don’t have to search 
too hard to see the disparate interests 

that arise between those parties when 
the well goes dry.

In the 1970s, I saw a whole town 
unable to sell its homes because of a 
claim in the town. Suddenly, people 
were lined up outside my office to 
buy title insurance. My friend and 
colleague, Steve Winkler, told them 
(and a crowd at a town hall meeting) 
that they didn’t need title insurance 
because one of the folks in the town’s 
subdivision had an owner’s policy.  
We would defend based solely on 
that. Nevertheless, we had to stay 
open and sell owner policies long 
into the night. For a moment in 
my 38 years in this business, people 
wanted our product en masse. There 
have been plenty who wanted it in 
hindsight, when they lost their homes 
to heirs or for 70 other reasons. But 
the fact remains, for less than the 
price of collision insurance on a 
used car, one can buy protection by 
paying only one time for protection 
that lasts essentially forever. One fee. 
No annual premiums. Yet we are the 
quiet industry, no AFLACs, Geicos 
or Progressives among us. So, we need 
to act. 

How many in the general public 
actually understand the concept of 
title insurance?  Our industry needs 
agents to get the word to the people 
in Congress, to state legislatures, to 
mainstream columnists who just don’t 
get it and to insurance commissioners 
who have “90,000” letters on their 
desks about health insurance. Agents 
and title insurance companies 
need to work together. ALTA is a 
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fantastic place for this to start, but 
we have to go beyond that. State 
title associations need agents. They 
are local, where much of the action 
must happen. There are products and 
services that enable small agents to 
become Goliaths for those who “get 
it.” Survival of the fittest doesn’t mean 
the strongest, it’s always meant those 
best able to adapt. 

In spite of this, too many insurance 
companies need margins and will 
take business from agents, right New 
York? Let’s not deny it. My own 
company has pledged not to do so. 
We have a different model and are 
more agent-dependent. But, in all 
honesty, even we will try to keep 
a deal in house if we can. So why 
help each other? Underwriters (all 
of us) have always had a love/hate 
relationship with agents. Agents can 
get access for trade organizations 
and even underwriters to political 
places they could otherwise not 
reach. That is how an agent helps 
the title insurer. But this cannot 
be a one-way street. How do we 
underwriters help the agent?  There 
are options. Local agents centralizing 
with a large underwriter can position 
small businesses to compete against 
the large, centralized operations of 
others. To be brutally frank, small 
businesses will be in vogue this year 
and definitely have the collective ear 
of Congress. 

One clear result of the housing 
market’s consolidation is that orders 

simply don’t come from as many 
lenders (or builders or real estate 
agents) any more. There is a clear 
hierarchy, with much of the business 
coming from national mortgage 
lenders. That means that the two-
county agent is not as appealing as 
he or she once was. We still need 
that local expertise and experience, 
however. There may be a place for 

centralized processing, but there are 
still far too many transactions that 
require a local touch. We, and your 
underwriter may, recognize we hang 
together, or we hang separately. 

The answer for many of the small 
firms out there is collaboration. 
Partnership. Let’s be honest – it’s 
not something we as an industry 
have done very well in the past. We 
are competitive. We have very few 
ways to differentiate our services 
(compared to other industries and 
products). We take our work very, 
very personally. Your underwriter 
needs your political contacts, you 
need its national platform. ALTA 
needs both to survive.

But the fact of the matter right now 
is that more and more business comes 
from national sources, even as overall 
origination volume shrinks. There 
is a very real place for the small, 
experienced title agent or settlement 
services provider.  But “business as 
usual” will no longer work. Plus, 
REOs and short sales are your lexicon 
today, but weren’t two years ago.

Of course, it’s very easy for a 
national firm to tell a small business 
to just up and “grow your geographic 
footprint.”  What’s not always 
so easy is doing it.  This is where 
underwriters of all size need to 
play a prominent role. We have the 
resources and expertise to put agents 
together in a way advantageous to 
those businesses.  We have the means 
to help the little guy survive. And it’s 
in everyone’s interest to do so.

The overall quality of any 
product having anything to do with 
the housing transaction is under 
tremendous scrutiny right now by the 
CFPB, which has little understanding 
of what we really do. Fairly or not, the 
title industry needs to come together 
to explain itself in terms anyone can 
understand. We need to pay more 
attention than ever to the quality of 
our products. And we have to do so as 
our margins continue to deteriorate 
in the face of staggering compliance 
costs. Collaboration among agents, 
as well as between agents and 
underwriters, is not just a “nice-to-
have” in this climate.

It’s time for agents and 
underwriters to reach out to each 
other.  Contact your title insurance 
company to see how their plans 
include you.  Let’s get the dialogue 
started.  Underwriters, ALTA, you 
and the state land title associations all 
need to hang together. 

It is a must.

Joseph Drum is executive vice 
president for WFG National Title 
Insurance Company, 
overseeing all agency 
operations. He has more than 

38 years experience in the title insurance 
industry and was a quarter finalist in the 
Nebraska Golden Gloves 1968 and 1969. He 
can be reached at jdrum@wfgnationaltitle.com.

n “Small businesses will be in 
vogue this year and definitely have 
the collective ear of Congress.”


